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• Every business venture needs to market itself properly to its target
market. A rigorous marketing campaign results in widespread
publicity for the business. In turn, this increases chances of high
sales to you.

• Point-of-Sale Promotions have gained a foothold among many
other advertising system.

• There is a connection between purchases and eye fixation through
promotional activity. The research found that engaging the eye for
longer periods of time will result in higher levels of brand recall
and this in turn will lead to a higher number of impulse purchases.
The study also discovered that buyers pay little attention to
brands that they had never encountered in displays.

Overview



 Brand awareness.

 Maximize the footfall.

 Increase the sales.

 Provide Information as well as entertainment

 Attract and retain customers.

 Generates no. of enquiries.

 Secure meeting with the potential clients

In this age of globalization hyper competition has become a regular
feature.

The specific objectives of sales promotion are as follows:
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• Display Activity involves direct personal interactions between you &
a potential buyer.

• Display Activity can be a powerful promotion method for at least
two reasons.

 First, the personal communication with you may increase
consumers’ involvement with the product and/or the decision
process.

 Thus, consumers may be more motivated to attend to and
comprehend the information which you presents about the
product.

 Second, the interactive Communication situation allows you to fit
the informational needs of each potential buyer.

Why  Display  Activity ?



.



 Once the float enters the pre-decided venue , one Promoter will take

the Munadi along with him and go around the location (in a radius of 10

meters) to create hype about the Product or Service. They will also

continuously announce and invite the audience towards the display.



 The hype generation should be done. At the same time, Supervisor along

with another promoter will start assembling the audio systems required

for the activity.

 There will be proper seating arrangement and refreshment for

customers.

Road show

Inviting The Audience 



Road show



Hot Air Balloon



• Nukkad Natak is a form of street play which falls under the
comedy category but also carries a message in the end.

• The people who stay in rural areas usually don't understand through
speech or written information. so as more they see, more they
understand. Its important to visualize in front of them.

• Again instead of consumers coming to us, we should decided to go the
consumers.

• We will use Nukkad Natak because it is easy to spot it in a busy area and it
is easy to convey the right message about the Service or Product”.

• The script of this Nukkad Natak should be designed in such a way that the
local people can understand it easily and also all the modern day problems
regarding the Transport usage could be conveyed successfully.

3-Nukkad Natak



Nukkad Natak



Mall  Activity



TV  Slides  i n  Mall



LED  Display  Screen



Leaflet  Distribution



Human  Banner



Look   Walkers



Glow  shine  Board  

Branding



OWV  Branding



VSB  Branding



Counter  display
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